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Overview

This workshop offers insight into the risks and rewards of  self-publishing. It is specifically designed
to give a clear picture of  what the process involves in order to help you decide if  self-publishing is
right for tyo.

Who Benefits from Self-Publishing?

Self-publishing is a likely a good fit for you if:

● You have direct access to your book’s audience.
● You have an audience that’s too small for most traditional publishers to make a profit off  of.
● You aren’t trying to make money (family projects, hobby publishing, giveaway books).
● You enjoy running your own business.

First Things First

Once you have decided that self-publishing is the path for you, the first thing you’ll want to do is
define what success means to you.

For some authors, success means making it onto a national bestsellers list. For other authors, it
means having just one person they don’t know buying and reading their book. As a self-published
author, you have the privilege of  defining success on your own terms. Having a defined measure of
success will help you make informed decisions throughout the process.

Before you delve into the process of  self-publishing, be able to fill in the blank in the following
sentence: I will consider my book successful if/when _____________.

Know Your Options

There are two main ways in which you can self-publish:

1. Use a self-publishing company.
2. Manage it all yourself.

The Basics of  Using a Self-Publishing Company:

● In exchange for some upfront costs and a portion of  your book’s profits, these companies
provide you with a means to produce, distribute, and sell your book.
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● Most all of  them offer editing, design, and marketing services. However, not all services are
created equal. Some of  these companies have top-notch services. Some offer poor services.
You have to do your homework.

● The pros of  using a self-publishing company include less up-front cost and less business
management on your end.

● The cons of  using a self-publishing company are that you are often limited by their options
and may be excluded from professional reviews and independent bookstore sales.

The Basics of  Managing It All Yourself:

● You are the project manager of  your own publication.
● You will likely need to hire professionals to help with the tasks you aren’t skilled at.
● You retain full control of  everything: your content, your ISBN, your production files.
● The pros of  managing it all yourself  are that you get to produce your book the way you want

to and you don’t have to split your profits.
● The drawback of  managing it all yourself  is that it generally costs you more upfront (plan on

spending at least $5,000 for professional editing and design services).

A Note About Hybrid Publishing
Although not technically self-publishing, many authors are turning to hybrid publishing to release
their books. Hybrid publishing blends the traditional and self-publishing models. Hybrids have
formal acquisitions and production processes, but the author still pays for a good chunk of  the costs.

The Publishing Process
Regardless of  which publishing model you choose, all books go through the same processes of
editing, design, marketing and sales.

Things to Know about Editing:

● Editing is an investment in your content. This is the most important investment you can
make as an author.

● This is the worst place to skimp. Don’t just look at the cost of  an editor; consider the editor’s
skill and track record.

● If  you have a small budget, you’d be better off  hiring an editor first and then waiting to
proceed with the rest of  the process until you are able to save up more money.

Things to Know about Design:

● Bad design is a deterrent to sales.
● Good interior layout focuses on readability. It is much more than just putting your words

into a book-like form. It’s the careful consideration of  a number of  key factors: font choice,
leading (space between lines), kerning (space between letters and characters), hyphenation
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and justification (how lines are broken along the margin), line length, and the number of
lines per page.

● Good cover design focuses on treating your cover as a marketing tool, not a work of  art. It
takes into account the genre of  your book and its conventions.

● For most books, you’ll want both print and ebook versions. The more options potential
readers have to choose from, the better. But if  your budget won’t allow for both, start with
an ebook. Once sales pick up, you can release a print version.

Things to Know about Marketing:

● Your book will not sell if  you don’t market it. Period.
● A good marketing campaign extends beyond your friends and family to those not required to

buy your book (otherwise known as your audience).
● Begin marketing your book months before you release it.
● Yes, you need a website!

Things to Know about Sales:

● The more ways you can make your book available to buyers, the better. Strive for a mixture
of  direct sales, online sales, and bookstore sales.

● Direct sales and online sales typically result in higher profits per book sold, which might
cause you to think you don’t need to mess with physical bookstores. But bookstores play a
vital role in increasing the exposure of  your book to readers. It is always worth the time and
energy it takes to try and get your book onto bookstore shelves.

● Before approaching bookstores, do your research to find out if  they sell self-published
books, if  you will need a distributor, and what their policies are regarding returns.

Tips for Developing Your Publishing Team:

● Start by asking which roles you can play and which you should delegate. The key roles
(besides author) are: editor, designer, marketer, printer, distributor, and bookseller.

● Start looking for your team members early. Don’t wait until a few weeks before you want to
release your book to start assembling your team.

Tips for Developing Your Timeline:

● Set a realistic publication date for your book and stick to it.
● Release your book at the appropriate time, not the convenient time. (Most books are released

in either spring, in time for summer reading, or in fall, in time for the holidays.)
● In addition to time you set aside for editing, allow yourself  four to six months for production

and marketing.
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Further Resources

I have posted the following articles on paperchainbps.com to help authors with some of  the nuts
and bolts of  self-publishing:

● The Publishing Process in a Nutshell
● Finding an Editor
● Pricing Your Print on Demand Book
● Developing Your Publisher Identity and Business
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Developing a Publishing Plan

Successful self-publishing begins with a plan. Before you commit to publishing your own writing,
you should be able to answer the following questions.

1. As an independent publisher, will you be conducting business as a sole proprietor or will you be
conducting business through an LLC, corporation, or non-profit organization?

2. Who will edit your book?

3. In which of  the following formats will you release your book?
Trade paperback
Hardback
Ebook
Audiobook

4. Who will design your book’s cover?

5. Who will design your book’s interior (both print and e-versions)?

6. How do you intend to print your book?
Traditional offset printing
Digital short-run printing
Print on demand

7. How will you sell your book?
Through a personal website
Through online retailers
Through independent bookstores
Through chain bookstores
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8. When do you intend to release your book?

9. Do you have a comprehensive marketing strategy to reach your book’s audience?
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